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Motivation
First paper to examine effect of one of the most 
important financial innovations in U.S. history:

1909 watershed establishment of third-party risk 
assessments centered around partitioned letter-graded 

securities ratings 

Aaa = Lowest risk
Aa
A
…
E = Highest risk



Securities Ratings

Then…
Fertile grounds (e.g., Sylla ’02)
Ø Traded bonds primary financing of RRs (& other large firms)
Ø (Small) investors wanting to level the playing field

Catches on (e.g., White ’13)
Ø Moody ’09, Standard ’16, Poor’s ’22, Fitch ’28
Ø By ’28 98% of U.S. corporate debt is rated

Transforms market (e.g., Harold ’38; Bernstein ’19)
Ø ’20s Increasing usage
Ø ’30s regulations tied to ratings & reliance grows from there…



Securities Ratings

Now…
Ubiquitous (S&P Global; SEC ‘20)
Ø $15 Trillion in global corporate debt rated by S&P
Ø $7 Billion in rating agency revenue in 2019
Ø Intertwined w/ implicit/explicit investment mandates

Big effects on markets/prices/firms (e.g., Tang ’09,…)

Ø Even tho based on public info! (Benmelech 2017)
Ø But limited production of info outside ratings (White 2010; Dang 

et al., 2020; Hanson and Sunderam, 2013) 
Ø Just the mandates OR do ratings distill info better?



Ø Consider firm with Baa rated bonds

Ø If fall to Ba (below “investment grade”)…
…covenants mean rates on existing bonds rise
…many investors can’t buy raising rates on new bonds
…feedback loop amplifying initial effects

ØBonds are put on credit watch (risk of lower rating)
Ø Prices fall because higher mandate-driven “risks”
Ø Even tho no direct effect cause rating hasn’t changed

ØSince 20s/30s any non-mandate effects of 
ratings fundamentally not-identifiable

Identification Challenge



Motivation

First paper to examine effect of introduction of one 
of the most important financial innovations in U.S. 
history

…AND…

to analyze effects of ratings in the absence of 
demand effects (information provision)

An overwhelmingly massive literature
ØBut almost all >1920s
ØThose prior focused on what drove ratings



Advantages of the Historical Context
1) No ratings-based regulations or investment mandates of any 

kind

2) 1909 ratings created for idiosyncratic reasons; not anticipated by 
investors and not a response to rising demand

3) No ‘issuer-pays’ business model; book of ratings was offered for 
sale to investors

4) Bonds listed on the NYSE at the time; can observe prices of 
bonds before and after ratings introduced

5) Can also observe information available to investors at the time 
from easily accessible sources



Large hand-collection effort:

Ø Bond prices: Weekly closing prices for all bonds traded on New York Stock 
Exchange (virtually all big bonds!) from Monday edition of New York Times in 2 
years around April 1909 ratings introduction

Ø Bond bid/ask: Digitized from New York Stock Exchange Archives quotation 
sheets with bid-ask spreads for all traded securities at 11am on Weds at a weekly 
frequency for 12 weeks around ratings release 

Ø Bond transaction-level: Weekly transaction-level (price and size) from 
New York Times for all NYSE traded bonds on Wednesdays for 12 weeks around 
ratings release

Ø Ratings/financial info: Bond/firm/ratings for all bonds included in the 
Moody’s or competing (e.g., Poors) investor manuals

Data Description

Value of Ratings 8Apr-24



Main Findings
1) The ratings were largely explainable w/ public info
Ø Data used were public/stale (avgs over 10 yrs as of prior year) (Consistent w/ Wilson ’11)

2) Despite that, negative “surprise” ratings moved bond prices/yields
Ø In DiD design, bond yields of firms with ratings worse than implied by market yields rose
Ø Consistent w/ rising cost of capital

3) Effects concentrated among firms w/ worse reputation 
Ø Disappears if many bankers on their board

4) Being rated improved market liquidity
Ø Different design: IV based on Moody’s ratings methodology
Ø Receiving a rating (instrumented) reduced bid-ask spreads

5) Being rated led to entry by smaller investors
Ø Same IV design 
Ø Receiving a rating (instrumented) led to more small trades
Ø Consistent w/ improving market access to for smaller investors



Historical Background – Early Bond Markets

Basic facts:
- Large (clearly ratings not necessary for market to develop)
- Dominated by railroads
- Relatively illiquid (trading dominated by small number of well-
known issues)

Bonds listed on NYSE; significant share of trading by retail investors

Par value of most bonds $1,000 – accessible only to the very wealthy (and 
institutions)

Main source of information: “Investor manuals”
-Published by several competing firms (Standard Statistics, 
Poors, Moodys)
-Present condensed financial statements, descriptions of all 
outstanding securities
- Intended for sophisticated users (no explanations or evaluations 
provided)



Typical ‘Investor Manual’



Evaluating Bonds c. 1909
Reference guides for investors discuss factors such as yield, quality of 
collateral, and financial ratios:

“A first-class bond investment necessitates that a road should 
earn double its fixed charges” (The Bond Buyer’s Dictionary, 1907)

“From 60 to 65 percent of the profits should pay all fixed 
charges, that is to say, taxes and interest on the funded debt” 
(How Money Is Made In Security Investments, 1906)

“Earning capacity well in excess (50 percent at least) of all 
requirements for interest on the mortgage” (The Art of Wall Street 
Investing, 1906)

Calculations not provided and would require some effort

Also, no clear indication of how to distinguish the ‘exceptional’ from 
the merely ‘good’, or the ‘OK’ from the ‘not-so-good’



John Moody and Ratings
1880s/1890s:  Rises ranks of Spencer Trask, becoming the head of research

1900: Founds “Moody Manual Company” producing & selling investor manuals
Ø Business is successful and expands, producing a magazine, books on how to 

value securities (presenting methods he would use in creating his ratings)
Ø Builds a printing plant in New Jersey w/ large fixed costs.  

1907: Goes bankrupt after Panic of 1907, sells his business to a competitor –
which continues to use the “Moodys” name & publish manuals

1908: starts new business (“Analyses Publishing Co”) with a novel strategy 
focused on analyzing and rating securities, rather than only compiling 
information, in competition with his former firm



First Ratings Volume: Basic Facts
Published April 1909, rated most railroad bonds; initially updated 
annually 

Begins with lengthy discussion of methodology, and presents detailed 
data underlying the ratings for each railroad

Volume sold to investors: volume printed in both U.S. and U.K.; price 
of U.S. edition, $12.50 ($367 today) (similar to other investor manuals)

Like other manuals: marketed to financial institutions (via ads in 
financial press)

Unlike other manuals: also marketed to retail investors (via ads in New 
York Times)



Typical ‘Investor Manual’



New “Ratings” Manual



Moody’s Ratings



Pairwise Correlations

Combinations of these factors explain more than 80% of variation in 
ratings

• Ratings to a large extent repackaged existing publicly available 
information—70 to 98% correlation with metrics from other 
manuals

Ex-post, ratings related to default
• Hickman (1958) found lower default rates in the four strongest 

categories relative to others



Reception
Contemporary reviews:
“Ingenious, painstaking and authoritative…The bond ratings are unique for a work of this 
character.  Though of necessity merely opinions, they come from one of the soundest 
sources, and have the merit of being presented along with the facts that gave rise to 
them.” (American Review of Reviews)

“With the exception of certain transitory and confidential information which 
[private bankers] would probably possess, the record in this book is as complete as 
need be, and the book is far better adapted for the use of the intelligent private investor 
than is any railway manual.”  (Railroad Age Gazette)

Later accounts:
“In no circles has the attitude toward bond ratings been more hostile than among the 
investment bankers… […] the existence of the ratings tend to narrow the price spread 
between trading points and facilitate the valuation of bonds by investors.” (Harold, 
1938)

Harold also notes that retail investors quickly became “dependent on ratings almost 
exclusively.”

Moody himself (1933) stated that his ratings “raised a storm of opposition” because 
they “acted as brakes on the  speculative profits [of sophisticated investors]”



1) Did the Introduction of Ratings 
Affect Yields?



Effect of Ratings’ Surprises on Yields
• Focus on cases where ratings conveyed information that 

differed from investors’ expectations

• Construct a market-based measure of ratings’ surprises, based 
on yields
– For each RR, calculate median yield for pre-rating period
– Sort RRs into yield quartiles 
– Calculate median rating in each quartile
– Designate RRs whose ratings were lower than median rating of RRs 

in same quartile as having had a negative surprise

• Investigate whether RRs with negative surprises saw their 
yields increase after the introduction of ratings
– Focus is on analysis at the level of the RR:  more robust (lots of 

observations per RR). We also do the same test at the bond level
– Design motivated by history (more on that soon)



Yield Quartiles

Row 3:  Bonds with yields of [4.4%-4.6%]
Narrow distribution of pre-ratings yields within quartile 
suggests that market regarded those bonds and railroads to be of 
similar risk.

Yet variation in Moody’s ratings within quartile:
• Median rating: Aa
• 49% rated A or lower (negative surprise)



Empirical Design
Capture convergence in yields within ratings levels:

where i = bond, j = railroad, t = week

Compares bonds with same rating, but for one it was a negative 
surprise, whereas for the others it was not

– Mimics approach of popular investment magazine, The Ticker

– As robustness, also implement specification where yield quartile times 
trend is controlled for – compares bonds of the same yields, but for one 
the rating was a negative surprise]



Effects of Negative ‘Surprise’
Ratings

Constructed
Ratings

Released





The Ticker, November 1909



Effect of Surprises on Yields



Not driven by simple observables



2) Did the Introduction of 
Ratings Affect the Functioning of 

Markets?

Independent evidence of effect of ratings – different data, different empirical design



Adverse Selection Problem

-Dealers post bid and ask quotes, transact with brokers
-Dealers at an informational disadvantage vis a vis informed traders, informational 

advantage vis a vis uninformed
-Most orders come from ‘uninformed’ traders – but dealers can not distinguish
-Dealers’ knowledge of their informational disadvantage reflected in bid/ask spreads

Uninformed Traders 
(Individuals,
Small institutions)

Brokers
(NYSE member firms)

Dealers
(Market makers)

Orders

Orders

NYSE

Informed Traders 
(Insiders, Specialized
Investors)

Uninformed Traders 
(Individuals,
Small institutions)

Orders



Adverse Selection Problem

Better for the dealers!

Uninformed Traders 
(Individuals,
Small institutions)

Brokers
(NYSE member firms)

Dealers
(Market makers)

Orders

Orders

NYSE

Informed Traders 
(Insiders, Specialized
Investors)

Uninformed Traders 
(Individuals,
Small institutions)

Orders

Uninformed 
Traders 
(Individuals,
Small institutions)

Uninformed 
Traders 
(Individuals,
Small 
institutions)



Empirical Design - IV
Compare rated bonds to unrated railroad bonds, but unrated bonds very 
different.

Use Moody’s ratings procedure:

1. Moody included all RRs with low-yield bonds (greatest investor 
interest); railroads with no low-yield bonds very unlikely to be 
included
2. For railroads in the manual, rated all of their bonds. 
3. Many large railroads were created by combining smaller ones.  
Some rated railroads had obscure subsidiaries with bonds that got 
rated purely because they were part of the capital stock of a 
railroad that had other, low-yield bonds

Instrument “being rated” with  yields of the other bonds issued by same 
railroad:



Empirical design—IV 
Ø Instrument “being rated” (𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑!) later in the 

period with yields of the other bonds (&𝑦"!) 
issued by the same railroad later in the 
period after controlling for that bond’s pre-rating 
yield

where 𝑋!# includes bonds pre-rating mean yield 
and spread x time trends

Ø Estimates produce LATE for bonds rated due to 
having been issued by RR with low-yield bond 
(typically have VERY high spreads)

𝑦!" = 𝛼! + 𝛾" + 𝜃# *𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑!×𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡" + 𝜃$ *𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑!×𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑" + 𝛽 𝑋!" + 𝜖!"



Effects on Bid-Ask Spreads



Block Size
Trade-level data reported; collect 
one day per week for 24 weeks

“Small investors” – likely trades of 1 
share (=$1,000)

Do we see these increase?



Effects on Block Size



Interpretation
The first securities ratings mattered. 

Why?
Ø May convey something new, even if largely based on publicly-available 

data
Ø Persistence of effects, later use in regulation suggests that may be the case

How?
Ø Facilitated growing need for “some sort of scheme to classify railroad 

securities” from experience with users of early manuals, “who were 
constantly asking for opinions on values.” 

Ø Form, not just level, of ratings scheme may have helped transmit 
information

Moody 1909: “It is a work simplifying an apparently complicated subject, 
and it is based on thoroughly sound principles applied to incontestable 

facts.”
Simplification of complex information into easy-to-understand grades. 

Echoes theoretical literature arguing that simple signals may help transmit 
information in complex environments because they are easier to interpret 

(Crawford and Sobel, 1982; Martel et al., 2019) 



Conclusion
Ø Ratings enabled investors to process information more 

accurately, and reduced asymmetric information between 
investors – moving prices and improving liquidity

Ø Important innovation that helped support development of U.S. 
financial markets and broadening of market access

Ø Suggests ratings may facilitate information transmission even in 
setting with high monetary stakes and well-incentivized market 
participants, where a lot of information is already available 

Ø Coarse ratings frequently used in many economic settings, such as 
Michelin Stars, health inspection scores, yelp reviews, student grades, 
tenure decisions, w/ plausibly even bigger effects….

Ø Especially if regulation has led to reliance on ratings and effectively 
reduced information creation outside of rating agencies


